
Troubleshooting



No sound of OPT Out from MM-1.

No picture from AV of the Picture In. No (-) signal input to the PARKING on the Smart Interface.

Input is in CAMERA of the Picture In instead of AV.

Connect (-) signal input cable to the PARKING.

Connect the input to AV correctly.

■MM-1

症　　　状 原　　　因 処　　　置

VOL display of Mirror Station is not 
shown on MM-1.

Audio reproduces later than the 
picture when connecting DVD.

No sound from Mirror Station (MM-1 
plays but no sound)

Power of Mirror Station does not 
turn on.

Because AZ process enormous data, the audio reproduces late.  
Make the crossover slope of each channel gradual.

Select None for subwoofer's hi-pass, -18dB for 
subwoofer's low-pass, -12dB for other channels' 
hi-pass, and -18dB for other channels' low-pass.

POSITION setting of MM-1 is not D.

OPT In is not connected properly.

MM-1 is not selected as the input source of AZ.

Digital cable is defective.

MUTE is set to each channel.

Select D from the POSTION in the menu.

Make sure the cable is connected correctly.

Select MM-1 for the input source.

Unplug the digital cable and make sure of the OPT 
signal output.

Cancel the MUTE settings. (All the channels are 
MUTE at initial setting.)

2 VOL displays show on MM-1. POSITION setting of MM-1 is not D. Select D from the POSTION in the menu.

Remote Out of AZ outputs only when the input source is LINE or 
MINI.

This Remote Out of AZ is used only when using 
High Level Input of Smart Interface.

Wirings of +B, GND, and Remote In are not connected properly.

Enough power supply is not provided.

Remote Eye is installed to where it cannot detect the signal.

Remote Eye is not connected properly.

Make sure of the wiring.

Take the +B line from different source.

Reconsider the place to install the Remote Eye.

Make sure of the Remote Eye connection.

Remote signal of AZ is not output.

AV input and output of AZ are not connected properly.

No (-) signal is into the PARKING of Smart Interface.

Make sure the cable is connected correctly.

Connect (-) signal cable to the PARKING.

No picture

Remote Eye is not connected properly.

Remote Eye is installed to where it cannot detect the signal.

The battery of remote control is discharged.

Make sure of the Remote Eye connection.

Reconsider the place to install the Remote Eye.

Replace the battery.

Vol level of Mirror Station does not 
rise.

The software is not installed properly.

USB cable is not connected properly.

Port is not selected properly.

Reinstall the software.

Make sure the cable connection.

Select a port at the Setting.

Software fails to work.

■Mirror Station＋MM-1

症　　　状 原　　　因 処　　　置

POSITION setting is not D.  Select D from the POSTION in the menu.

Noise on the LINE output cable.

There is a noise on the AV line. Make sure the cable is connected correctly.

Replace with a good quality cable.

The picture is unclear or distorted.

Make sure the cable is connected correctly.Noise in Line output signal (analog)

POSITION setting is not correct.

Switch is not connected to REM-IN of Smart Interface.

Select the position correctly.

Connect the switch correctly.

No sound of LINE or OPT Out from 
auxiliary inputs.

Proper music files are not downloaded on CF.

POSITION setting is not correct.

Refer to the MM-1 Owner's manual for downloading 
the music files to the CF.

Select the position correctly.

No sound (Power is on).

Troubleshooting

No (-) signal is into the PARKING of Smart Interface.

Power of the AZ is off.

The AV Out of AZ and the AV In of Smart Interface are not 
connected properly.

Connect (-) signal cable to the PARKING.

Turn on the power by a remote control.

Make sure the wiring is connected properly.


